NEWSLETTER - SEPTEMBER 2018
Kia ora koutou
Greetings from NZ Navigator Trust!
Since you last heard from us the Trust has been
working on our vision of building the GoTo digital
space to equip a thriving community sector in
Aotearoa New Zealand.
In the meantime, we reached a new milestone
with NZ Navigator - organisation number 1,900
registered last week!

Sharing your stories
We'd love to hear from you about your NZ
Navigator journey - how have you worked with
your assessments to improve outcomes in your
organisation? Do you have any ideas you would
like to share with other organisations like yours?
Let us know at: info@nznavigator.org.nz

New contributor option for
CommunityNet Aotearoa
We've recently added a web form to streamline
the contributor process for CommunityNet
Aotearoa. Organisations or individuals can
contribute resources that meet the content
guidelines.
The CommunityNet hub policy is that resources
must be:



free, complete, and stand-alone and
focus on learning and development for
community organisations.

If you are keen to share some of your good ideas
or have any questions, please contact us at
info@community.net.nz.

We've been working on a refresh of
CommunityNet Aotearoa resources
Like many organisations, we use analytics to look
at the activity on our websites. The Community
Resource Kit is regularly one of our most popular
sections so we've been focusing on reviewing and
updating the content in this part of the website.
This work will be completed this month and we'll
turn our attention to adding new resources.

Comparing NZ Navigator assessments how have things changed?
If you have completed more than one
organisational assessment, NZ Navigator allows
you to compare any
two of your finalised
reports.
As this example
shows, the
assessments you
compare can be
different types (for
instance, a single
assessment and a multiple participant
assessment).
To generate a comparison report, go to View
Assessments, choose the assessments you wish to
compare using the dropdown options and click
on Show comparison.
Your comparative report is a great way of
measuring progress - are the goals and actions
you've been working on in your organisation
reflected in your latest assessment?
Enjoy the warming weather and the renewal that
spring brings...
The team at NZ Navigator
Trust
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